Artists from the neighbourhood and elsewhere present their work at
the market square in Neustadt in spontaneous galleries – from the
vacant retail shop to the gallery –.
The local organisation of the neighbourhood invites everybody to a
temporary art market – only for few days!

_ 10.–13. September 2005
_ Contact person: Andreas Kaufmann
District Management East of Leipzig
info@buero-kaufmann.de, www.leipziger-osten.de
Tel. +49 0341/4 77 21 05

The neighbourhood Leipzig East has a large, historically valuable
Gruenderzeit building stock, which potential can be used in completely
different ways. In the framework of the EU funded project UTN II
some exciting project ideas for the renewal of such buildings were
developed. The focus of the projects is it to experience the period
Gruenderzeit for all interested – for residents of the quarter as well
as visitors of the city. The workshop brings together international
project partners and actors in Leipzig East in order to concretise these
ideas.

_ 12.–13. September 2005, Workshops
Location: „Staedtisches Kaufhaus“
and IC-E Information Centre Eisenbahnstrasse

_ Exhibition of the ”Leipzig Self-User Programme“
The individual and affordable freehold home in the middle of the city
– freehold of a large flat in a Gruenderzeit dwelling house or an old
factory building – in the meantime more than 150 households have
gained freehold using the ”Self-User Programme“. In this exhibition
realised projects as well as new objects and plots of land prepared
for development of town houses will be shown.

_ Exhibition open from 13. until 18. September 2005
at ”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“

_ Contact person: Sylvio Taubert, City of Leipzig
staubert@leipzig.de, www.selbstnutzer.de

Gruenau has nature
MDR-brass company
Dance Festival International

Ensemble Sortisatio
Gruenau has art

Symposium EU-Project LHASA

Final Conference “Re Urban Mobil“

Bus Tours to Self-User and Urban Renewal Projects

Urban Party

Property Fair

Experience the West of Leipzig
Gruenau has space

_ East of Leipzig ”Experience Gruenderzeit“
_ Art Forum at the Market Square in Neustadt

Lights of the East – The Late Summer Neighbourhood Festival

and exhibition areas at the building “Staedtisches Kaufhaus“,
Neumarkt 9–19

Art Forum at the Market Square in Neustadt

_ 12.–13. September 2005 at ”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“
_ Contact person: Hartmut Mißfeldt, City of Leipzig

_ Location: The whole city and in the city centre of Leipzig conference

12.9.

With presentations, seminars and excursions the urban renewal
practitioners of Leipzig present their work.
Leipzig is already well developed in terms of the use of its potential
and chances of a transforming city. Its urban regeneration team wants
to utilise these approaches for colleagues from other cities facing
similar initial situations.

13.9.

14.9.

_ Leipzig-Academy ”Urban Regeneration“

Exhibition “Experimental Residential and Urban Development“

15.9.

District Management East of Leipzig
info@buero-kaufmann.de, www.leipziger-osten.de
Tel. +49 0341/4 77 21 05

Exhibition of the “Leipzig Self-User Programme“

District Management East of Leipzig
info@buero-kaufmann.de, www.leipziger-osten.de
Tel. +49 0341/4 77 21 05

_ 11. September 2005
_ Contact person: Andreas Kaufmann

Leipzig has been experiencing an enormous transformation process.
Three quarters of the building substance have been renovated using
enormous subsidies. Now the demographic development is forcing
changes needed within the next few years, processes that take decades
in other cities. By using subsidy programmes in a directed way further
losses of population could be stopped, especially the attractive
Gruenderzeit areas are in the last few years experiencing an influx
of new residents. Now the Office for Urban Regeneration and
Residential Development (ASW) who is initiating this action week is
focussing the of urban regeneration activities on the areas in the
west and east of the centre city as well as on the large housing estate
Gruenau, the acquisition of integrated funding programmes (Social
City, ERDF) and accompanying EU-projects.

URBAN Bicycle Rallye

18.9.

_ 13. September 2005
_ Contact person: Andreas Kaufmann

Leipzig-Academy “Urban Regeneration“

For four years urban renewal allows the development of a new quality
in Leipzig East using the overall concepts ”Strengthen urban cores“
and ”Linking free spaces“.
The ”Urban Renewal Brunch“ gives the opportunitiy to visit, draw the
balance and discuss the further work on the basis of strategic planning.

East of Leipzig “Experience Gruenderzeit“
Living together – Integration in the East of Leipzig

_ East of Leipzig – Urban Regeneration Brunch

The East of Leipzig presents itself as an international quarter with
an high priority for social and cultural exchange. Visit our integration
projects ”Kitas im Blick“ and ”DIALOG“, speak with the workers and
citizens there and enjoy a visit at foreign artists at the market of
Neustadt.

East of Leipzig– Urban Regeneration Brunch

Location: Moritzbastei
www.denkmalschutz.de, www.zwischengruen.de

“Day of the Open Monument“; Opening of the Temporary Gardens in the “Promenadenring“

elsaesser@doppelspitze.de, www.leipziger-osten.de
Tel. +49 0341/2 12 64 50

_ 11. September 2005, 3.00 p.m.

_ Living together – Integration in the East of Leipzig
17.9.

_ 10. September 2005
_ Contact person: Ralf Elsässer, Doppelspitze

Three weeks the historic gardens of the ”Promenadenring“ are the
stage for contemporary art in public space.

awuensche@leipzig.de
Tel. +49 0341/1 23 54 20

16.9.

On 10 September 2005 we are celebrating a neighbourhood festival
in the quarters Neustadt, Neuschönefeld and Volkmarsdorf: Experience
art at the market square in Neustadt, sports in the newly designed
park ”Rabet“ and activities for the whole family in front of the church
Lukaskirche in Volkmarsdorf. The highlight of the event is a concert
that takes place in the park Rabet in the evening.

Temporary Gardens in the ”Promenadenring“

_ Contact person: Annett Wuensche

11.9.

Modern “Gruenderzeit“-quarters, changing neighbourhoods,
townhouses, lofts, start-up businesses, an abundance of green space
inside the centre city, Visions for Gruenau, owner occupation models
– Come and accompany us by bike, on urban walks or conveniently
by bus through the city in transformation!
Discover quality of life around each corner. In addition to concrete
examples that you can visit and “touch“ there will be exhibitions
about new architecture solutions and urban free space design and
several symposia, lectures and talks about new developments in
reurbanisation with local and international partners.

Neighbourhood Festival

_ ”Day of the Open Monument“; Opening of the

10.9.

You can find out how and where this is best realised in the city of
Leipzig and experience the host of manifold opportunities the city
offers from 10. through 18. September 2005.

_ Lights of the East – The Late Summer

Timetable 10. September 2005 – 18. September 2005

Leipzig: City in Transformation
Living Unlimited

Development“
In the framework of the research field ”Economic and quality-conscious
new construction of one and two family houses in prosperous regions“
the Federal Office for Building Industry and Regional Development
presents six model projects. Bremen, Osnabrueck, Worms, Karlsruhe
and Munich and Leipzig present their approach and concepts,
how they react on the specific living requirements of building owners
and users.

_ Exhibition open from 13. until 18. September 2005
at ”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“

_ Contact person: Christoph Scheffen, immothek
info@selbstnutzer.de, www.selbstnutzer.de
Tel. +49 0341/22 54 09 44

_ Urban

Party

_ 14. September, 7.30 p.m, location ”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“
Opening by the mayor of Leipzig Wolfgang Tiefensee

_ Bus Tours to Self-User and Urban Renewal Projects

_ Wohnfolgelandschaften in Grünau

Daily bus tours to a selection of self-user projects throughout the city.
Along the route realised projects as well as building sites will be
presented. At the same time urban renewal projects will be visited.
Participants have the opportunity to experience the quality of innercity living near new green spaces, urban squares and temporary
green directly.

_ Dates:

_ 14.–18. September 2005
_ Contact person: Christoph Scheffen, immothek
info@selbstnutzer.de, www.selbstnutzer.de
Tel. +49 0341/22 54 09 44

_ Symposium EU-Project LHASA
(Large Housing Area Stabilisation Action)
Urban renewal in the large housing estate Gruenau results in many
unused open spaces. How to deal with these plots and what kind of
use is possible? In a project funded by the EU first visions, actions
and pilot projects as results of a workshop in Gruenau will be presented.

_ 14.–15. September 2005
Symposium at ”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“

_ Final Conference ”Re Urban Mobil“
The results of the EU-Project Re Urban Mobil will be presented:
Strategies of re-urbanisation facing the conditions of demographic
change; Conference with partners from 8 European Union countries
and the cities Bologna, Ljubljana, León and Leipzig. Parallel an
architecture workshop dealing with inner-city forms of living takes
place (simultaneous interpreting German/English)

_ 14.–15. September 2005, Conference at ”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“
_ Contact person: Ute Lenssen, ulenssen@leipzig.de
Tel. +49 0341/1 23 54 96

_ Contact person: Birgit Seeberger, City of Leipzig
bseeberg@leipzig.de, www.lhasa-online.org
Tel. +49 0341/1 23 54 38

_ Contact person: Toralf Niehus, Selbstnutzer Leipzig e.V.
info@selbstnutzer.de, www.selbstnutzer.de
Tel. +49 0341/22 54 09 44

City walk: Experience the West of Leipzig,
from ”Promenadenring“ to „Rodelberg“
12.9.2005, 3.00 p.m., Start: Moritzbastei

_ Dance Festival International at the Neighbourhood

City walk: Gruenau has space
13.9.2005, 6.00 p.m., Start: Laubengarage in der Brackestr. 50

A dance festival for the whole family with international dances and
music, for watching and experiencing at the new developed park in
the heart of Reudnitz and the former railway station ”Eilenburger
Bahnhof“

City walk: Gruenau has art
15.9.2005, 6.00 p.m., Start: Haupteingang Robert-Koch-Klinik

Park Reudnitz

_ 17. September 2005, 4.00 p.m.

Night concert: Ensemble Sortisatio
17.9.2005, 10.00 p.m., Rodelberg, Alte Salzstraße, WK 8
City walk: Gruenau has nature
18.9.2005, 11.00 a.m., Start: Laubengarage in der Brackestr. 50
Picninc concert: MDR- brass company
18.9.2005, 3.00 p.m., Schönauer Park

_ www.wohnfolgelandschaften.de
_ URBAN Bicycle Rallye
An informative bicycle rallye in the West of Leipzig gives the opportunity
to experience the realised and coming changes of this quarter by the
EU-Programme URBAN II. The West of Leipzig is subject to a dramatic
change from a former industrial area to a green quarter and prosperous
residential area – various free spaces usable for economical, urban
and socio-cultural projects are developed creating new qualities and
present themselves to the inhabitants of the area as well as the
whole city.

_ 17. September 2005, 1.00 – 4.00 p.m.
_ Contact person: Ulrike Kalteich, URBAN II Coordination
kalteich@urban-leipzig.de, www.urban-leipzig.de
Tel. +49 0341/8 70 59 33

_ Property Fair at the Location
”Staedtisches Kaufhaus“
Parallel to the described exhibitions the association of the self users
organises a small property fair including various events dealing with
self-used freehold. Topics are: finance, contracting of architects and
conctruction companies, controlling of building costs, use of solar
energy, legal questions like agreement for sale, personal contribution,
experience reports.

_ 17.–18. September 2005

Further Information:
City of Leipzig
Department for Urban Development and Construction
Office for Urban Regeneration and Residential Development
04092 Leipzig
Tel: +49 0341/1 23 54 65

www.leipzig-freiraeume-leben.de
The building „Staedtisches Kaufhaus“, a former exhibition building, is located in
the city centre of Leipzig, Neumarkt 9–19.
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_ Exhibition ”Experimental Residential and Urban

Leipzig: City in Transformation
10.–18. September 2005

